
Table C.  Injury and Poisoning Questions, Variables, and File Locations by Year: National Health Interview Survey, 1997-present

Year Question ID Question Public use variables

File location of variables

Person
Injury Poisoning Verbatim 

Episode Episode Episode
Injury/Poisoning 

Episode

Injuries are a major health problem.  In order to develop new ways to help prevent both 
accidental and intentional injuries, we need to know more about them.  In this next set 
of questions, I will ask about injuries that happened in the past 3 months; Note here 

1997-1999 FIJ.010 that we are only interested in injuries that required medical advice or treatment. Not applicable - - - - -
DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS, that is since {91 days before today's date}, 
{were/was} {you/anyone in the family} injured seriously enough that {you/they} got 
medical advice or treatment?

In this next set of questions, I will ask about INJURIES AND POISONINGS that 
happened in the PAST THREE MONTHS; that REQUIRED MEDICAL ADVICE OR 

2000-2003 FIJ.010 TREATMENT, including calls to a poison control center.
DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS, that is since {91 days before today's date}, Not applicable - - - - -

{were/was} {you/anyone in the family} injured or poisoned seriously enough that 
{you/they} got medical advice or treatment?

The next set of questions is about INJURIES AND POISONINGS.  People can be 
injured or poisoned unexpectedly, accidentally or on purpose.  They may have hurt 
themselves or others may have caused them to be hurt.

2004-present FIJ.010_01.000 DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS, that is since [fill1: (date 91 days before today's Not applicable - - - - -
date)], [fill2: did you/did you or anyone in your family] have an injury where any part of 
[fill3: your/the] body was hurt, for example, with a [fill4: (random set of injury 
examples)]?

1997-1999 FIJ.020 Who was this?  (Anyone else?) PINJ3MR X - - - -
2000-present FIJ.012_00.000 Who was this?  (Anyone else?) Not applicable - - - - -

2004-present FIJ.014_00.000 DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS, how many different times [fill: were you/was 
ALIAS] injured? Not applicable - - - - -

2004-present FIJ.016_00.000 Did [fill1: you /ALIAS] talk to or see a medical professional about [fill2: any of these 
injuries/this injury/your injury or injuries/his injury or injuries/her injury or injuries]? Not applicable - - - - -

1997-1999 FIJ.030 How many different times in the past three months {were/was} {you/subject’s name} 
injured seriously enough to seek medical advice? INJCT X - - - -

How many different times in the PAST THREE MONTHS did {you/subject's name} 
2000 FIJ.030 SEEK MEDICAL ADVICE because {you/subject's name} {were/was} injured or Not applicable - - - - -

poisoned?

2001-2003 FIJ.030 How many different times in the PAST THREE MONTHS {were/was} {you/subject's 
name} injured or poisoned seriously enough to seek medical advice or treatment? Not applicable - - - - -

Of [fill1: the number of times reported in question FIJ.014_00.000/all the] times that 
2004-present FIJ.018_00.000 [fill2: you were/ALIAS was] injured, how many of those times was the injury serious Not applicable - - - - -

enough that a medical professional was consulted?
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1997-1999 FIJ.040

If only one injury:  When did {subject’s name} injury happen?
If more than one injury: Now I’m going to ask a few question about {subject’s name} 
most recent injury.  When did that injury happen?  We just talked about {subject’s 
name} injury on {recent injury date}.  When did {subject’s name} injury BEFORE THAT 
happen?

IJDATE_M
IJDATE_Y
DAY

- X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.040

If only one injury/poisoning: Now I’m going to ask a few questions about 
{your/subject's name}’s most recent injury/poisoning.  When did it happen?  
If there are additional injuries/poisonings: We just talked about {your/subject's 
name}’s injury/poisoning on {recent injury/poisoning date}.  When did {your/subject's 
name}’s injury/poisoning BEFORE THAT happen?

IJDATE_M
IJDATE_Y
DAY

- - - - X

2004-present
FIJ.050_01.000
FIJ.050_02.000
FIJ.050_03.000

{if only 1 injury/poisoning episode for the person}: When did [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] 
[fill2: injury/poisoning] happen for which a medical professional was consulted?
{first of multiple injury/poisoning episodes for the person}: Now I’m going to ask a 
few questions about the [fill3: the number of times injured/poisoned reported in question 
FIJ.018_00.00/FIJ.028_00.000] times [fill4: you were/ALIAS was[fill5: injured/poisoned] 
for which a medical professional was consulted.  Starting with the most recent time, 
when did this [fill2: injury/poisoning] happen?
{second plus of multiple injury/poisoning episodes for the person}: You just told 
me about [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill6: (month, day of previous event)] [fill7:most 
recent/second most recent/third most recent/fourth most recent][fill2: injury/poisoning].  
What was the date of the [fill2: injurybefore that for which a medical professional was 
consulted?

IPDATEM
IPDATEY - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.051_01.000
FIJ.051_02.000

Can you tell me approximately how long ago [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: injury/poisoning] 
happened?
Enter number for time since event.

IPDATENO
IPDATETP - - - - X

Enter number for time period since event.

2004-present FIJ.052_00.000
Was this in the beginning of [fill: month reported in question FIJ.050_01.000] the middle 
of [fill: month reported in question FIJ.050_01.000], or the end of [fill: month reported in 
question FIJ.050_01.000]?

IPDATEMT - - - - X

2000-2003 FIJ.045 Where did {you/subject's name} receive MEDICAL ADVICE OR TREATMENT for this 
injury/poisoning?  Anywhere else?  (Mark all that apply) IJMED_2 - IJMED_7 - - - - X

2004 This became separate questions.  The same information or similar information is now 
found in questions FIJ.080_1.000 - FIJ.081_00.00

2004-present FIJ.080_02.000
Did [fill1: you/ALIAS] get MEDICAL ADVICE, TREATMENT, or FOLLOW-UP CARE for 
this [fill2: injury/poisoning] from… An emergency vehicle, such as an ambulance or fire 
truck?

IPEV - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.080_03.000 Did [fill1: you/ALIAS] get MEDICAL ADVICE, TREATMENT, or FOLLOW-UP CARE for 
this [fill2: injury/poisoning]… A visit to an emergency room? IPER - - - - X
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2004-present FIJ.080_04.000 Did [fill1: you/ALIAS] get MEDICAL ADVICE, TREATMENT, or FOLLOW-UP CARE for 
this [fill2: injury/poisoning]... A visit to a doctor’s office or other health clinic? IPDO - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.080_05.000
Did [fill1: you/ALIAS] get MEDICAL ADVICE, TREATMENT, or FOLLOW-UP CARE for 
this [fill2: injury/poisoning]... A phone call to a doctor, nurse, or other health care 
professional?

IPPCHCP - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.080_06.000 Did [fill1: you/ALIAS] get MEDICAL ADVICE, TREATMENT, or FOLLOW-UP CARE for 
this [fill2: injury/poisoning]... Any place else? IPOTH - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.081_00.000 Where else did [fill1: you/ALIAS get MEDICAL ADVICE, TREATMENT, or FOLLOW-UP 
CARE for this [fill2: injury/poisoning]? IPOTHOS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.082_00.000 [fill1: You/ALIAS] DID NOT receive any medical advice, treatment, or follow-up for this 
[fill2: injury/poisoning].  Is that correct? Not applicable - - - - -

1997-1999 FIJ.050 At the time of the injury, what part(s) of {subject’s name} body was hurt?  What kind of 
injury was it?  Anything else?

IJBODY1 - IJBODY4 
IJKIND1 - IJKIND4 - - - X -

2000-2003 FIJ.050 At the time, what part(s) of {your/subject's name}’s body was/were hurt?  What kind of 
injury/poisoning was it?  Anything else?

IJBODY1 - IJBODY4 
IJKIND1 - IJKIND4 - - - X -

2004 This became separate questions that only ask about injuries.  This injury information 
can now be found in questions FIJ.070_00.000 - FIJ.079_00.000.

2004-present FIJ.070_00.000 In this injury, what parts of [fill: your/ALIAS’s] body were hurt?  (Record up to 4 
responses) IJBODY1 - IJBODY4 - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.071_00.000 What other parts of the body were hurt? IJBODYOS - - - X -

2004-present FIJ.072_00.000
In what way was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: first recorded response to question 
FIJ.070_00.000 or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt?  (Record up to 2 
responses)

IJTYPE1A
IJTYPE1B - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.073_00.000 How was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: first recorded response to question FIJ.070_00.000 
or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt? IJTYP1OS - - - X -

2004-present FIJ.074_00.000
In what way was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: second recorded response to question 
FIJ.070_00.000 or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt?  (Record up to 2 
responses)

IJTYPE2A
IJTYPE2B - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.075_00.000 How was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: second recorded response to question 
FIJ.070_00.000 or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt? IJTYP2OS - - - X -
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2004-present FIJ.076_00.000
In what way was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: third recorded response to question 
FIJ.070_00.000 or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt?  (Record up to 2 
responses)

IJTYPE3A
IJTYPE3B - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.077_00.000 How was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: third recorded response to question FIJ.070_00.000 
or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt? IJTYP3OS - - - X -

2004-present FIJ.078_00.000
In what way was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: fourth recorded response to question 
FIJ.070_00.000 or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt?  (Record up to 2 
responses)

IJTYPE4A
IJTYPE4B - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.079_00.000 How was [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill2: fourth recorded response to question 
FIJ.070_00.000 or response to question FIJ.071_00.000] hurt? IJTYP4OS - - - X -

1997-1999 FIJ.070 How did {subject’s name} injury(s) happen?  Please describe fully the circumstances or 
events leading to the injury(s), and any object, substance, or other person involved. IJHOW1 - IJHOW4 - - - X -

How did {your/subject's name}’s injury/poisoning happen?  Please describe fully the 
2000-2003 FIJ.070 circumstances or events leading to the injury/poisoning, and any object, substance, or IJHOW1 - IJHOW4 - - - X -

other person involved. 
[fill1: How did [fill2: your/ALIAS’s] [fill3: injury/poisoning] on [fill4: response to questions 
FIJ.050_01.000 and FIJ.050_02.000 (starting with most recent if multiple)] 

2004-present FIJ.060_00.000 happen?/How did this [fill3: injury/poisoning] happen?]  Please describe fully the IPHOW - - - X -
circumstances or events leading to the [fill3: injury/poisoning], and any objects, 
substances, or other people involved.

1997-1999 FIJ.080 This is not a question.  The FR is asked to select from a list the one that best describes 
the person's injury. CAUS - X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.080 This is not a question.  The FR is asked to select from a list the one that best describes 
the person's injury. CAUSNEW - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.065_00.000 This is not a question.  The FR is asked to select from a list the one that best describes 
the person's injury. ICAUS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.109_00.000 Did this accident occur on a public highway, street, or road? IMTRAF - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.090 {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} injured as the driver of a vehicle, a passenger in a 
vehicle, a bicycle rider, or as a pedestrian? MVWHO - X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.090 {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} injured as the driver of a vehicle, a passenger in a 
vehicle, a bicycle rider, or as a pedestrian? MVWHO - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.110_00.000 [fill: Were you/Was ALIAS] injured as: IMVWHO - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.100 What type of vehicle {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in? MVTYP - X - - -
2000-2003 FIJ.100 What type of vehicle {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in? MVTYP - - - - X
2004-present FIJ.111_00.000 What type of vehicle {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in? IMVTYP - - - - X
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If age is greater than 4 years: {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} wearing a safety belt at 

1997-1999 FIJ.120 the time of the accident?
If age is less than 5 years: {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} buckled in a car safety SBELT - X - - -

seat at the time of the accident?
If age is greater than 4 years: {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} wearing a safety belt at 

2000-2003 FIJ.120 the time of the accident?
If age is less than 5 years: {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} buckled in a car safety SBELT - - - - X

seat at the time of the accident?
2004-present FIJ.112_00.000 [fill: Were you/Was ALIAS] restrained at the time of the accident? ISBELT - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.130 {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} wearing a helmet at the time of the accident? HELMT - X - - -
2000-2003 FIJ.130 {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} wearing a helmet at the time of the accident? HELMT - - - - X
2004-present FIJ.113_00.000 {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} wearing a helmet at the time of the accident? IHELMT - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.140 What type of vehicle {were/was} {you/subject’s name} struck by? MVHIT - X - - -
2000-2003 FIJ.140 What type of vehicle {were/was} {you/subject’s name} struck by? MVHIT - - - - X
2004 Question no longer included in the survey.

1997-1999 FIJ.150 What was it that burned/scalded {you/subject’s name}?  IF RESPONSE IS FIRE OR 
SMOKE ASK: What caused the fire/smoke? BURN - X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.150 What was it that burned/scalded {you/subject’s name}?  IF RESPONSE IS FIRE OR 
SMOKE ASK: What caused the fire/smoke? BURN - - - - X

2004 Question no longer included in the survey.

1997-1999 FIJ.160 What body of water was involved? WATER - X - - -
2000 Question no longer included in the survey.

1997 FIJ.170 How did {you/subject’s name} fall?  Anything else?  (Record up to 2 responses) FALL1 - FALL14 - X - - -

FALL_1
1998-1999 FIJ.170 How did {you/subject’s name} fall?  Anything else?  (Record up to 2 responses) FALL_2

FALL1 - FALL14
- X - - -

FALLNEW1
2000-2003 FIJ.171 How did {you/subject’s name} fall?  Anything else?  (Record up to 2 responses) FALLNEW2

FALLN1 - FALLN10
- - - - X

2004-present FIJ.130_00.000 How did {you/subject’s name} fall?  Anything else?  (Record up to 2 responses) IFALL1
IFALL2 - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.180 What caused {you/subject’s name} to fall?  Was it due to: FWHY - X - - -
2000-2003 FIJ.180 What caused {you/subject’s name} to fall?  Was it due to: FWHY - - - - X
2004-present FIJ.131_00.000 What caused [fill: you/ALIAS] to fall? IFALLWHY - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.190 What kind of gun was it? GUNTP - X - - -
2000 Question no longer included in the survey.
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2000-2003 FIJ.191 What type of animal or insect bit {you/subject's name}? ANIMAL - - - - X
2004 Question no longer included in the survey.

1997 FIJ.200 What {were/was} {you/subject’s name} doing when the injury(s) happened?  (Record 
up to 2 responses)

WHAT1 - WHAT11 - X - - -
WHAT1CT - WHAT11CT X - - - -
WHAT_1

1998-1999 FIJ.200 What {were/was} {you/subject’s name} doing when the injury(s) happened?  (Record 
up to 2 responses)

WHAT_2
WHAT1 - WHAT11

- X - - -

WHAT1CT - WHAT11CT X - - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.200 What {were/was} {you/subject's name} doing when the injury/poisoning happened?  
(Record up to 2 responses)

WHAT_1
WHAT_2
WHAT1 - WHAT11

- - - - X

2004-present FIJ.150_00.000 What activity [fill1: were you/was ALIAS] involved in at the time of the [fill2: 
injury/poisoning]?  (Record up to 2 responses)

IPWHAT1
IPWHAT2 - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.151_00.000 What other activity [fill1: were you/was ALIAS] involved in at the time of the [fill2: 
inury/poisoning]? IPWHATOT - - - X -

1997 FIJ.220 Where (were/was} {you/subject’s name} when the injury(s) happened?  (Record up to 
2 responses)

WHER1 - WHER18 - X - - -

WHER1CT - WHER18CT X - - - -

WHER_1

1998-1999 FIJ.220 Where (were/was} {you/subject’s name} when the injury(s) happened?  (Record up to 
2 responses)

WHER_2
WHER1 - WHER18

- X - - -

WHER1CT - WHER18CT X - - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.221 Where (were/was} {you/subject's name} when the injury/poisoning happened?  (Record 
up to 2 responses)

WHERNEW1
WHERNEW2
WHERN1 - WHERN16

- - - - X

2004-present FIJ.160_00.000 Where (were/was} {you/subject's name} when the injury/poisoning happened?  (Record 
up to 2 responses)

IPWHER1
IPWHER2 - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.240 {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} hospitalized for at least one night as a result of this 
injury/these injuries? IHOSP - X - - -

2000-2003 No longer a separate question.  Now included as a response category for question 
FIJ.045

2004-present FIJ.090_00.000 F1[fill1: Were you/Was ALIAS] hospitalized for at least one night as a result of this [fill2: 
injury/poisoning]? IPHOSP - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.250 How many nights {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in the hospital? IHNO - X - - -
2000-2003 FIJ.047 How many nights {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in the hospital? IHNO - - - - X
2004-present FIJ.091_00.000 How many nights {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in the hospital? IPIHNO - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.170_00.000 At the time of this [fill1: injury/poisoning], [fill2: were you/was ALIAS] employed full-time, 
part-time, or not employed? IPEMP - - - - X
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1997-1999 FIJ.260 As a result of this injury/these injuries, how much work did{you/subject’s name} miss? WKLS - X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.260 As a result of this injury/poisoning, how much work did {you/subject’s name} miss? WKLS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.171_00.000 As a result of this [fill1: injury/poisoning], how many days of work did [fill2: you/ALIAS] 
miss? IPWKLS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.180_00.000 At the time of this [fill1: injury/poisoning], [fill2: were you/was ALIAS] a full-time student, 
part-time student or not a student? IPSTU - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.270 As a result of this injury/these injuries, how much school did {you/subject’s name} 
miss? SCLS - X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.270 As a result of this injury/poisoning, how much school did {you/subject's name} miss? SCLS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.181_00.000 As a result of this [fill1: injury/poisoning], how many days of school did [fill2: you/ALIAS] 
miss? IPSCLS - - - - X

As a result of this injury/theses injuries {do/does}{you/subject’s name} now need the 
1997-1999 FIJ.280 help of other persons with {your/his/her} personal care needs, such as eating, bathing, IJADL - X - - -

dressing or getting around this home?
As a result of this injury/poisoning {do/does}{you/subject's name} now need the help of 

2000-2003 FIJ.280 other persons with {your/his/her} personal care needs, such as eating, bathing, IJADL - - - - X
dressing, or getting around this home?

2004 Question no longer included in the survey.

1997-1999 FIJ.285 Do you expect {you/subject’s name} will need this help for a total of 6 months or longer? LIMTM - X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.285 Do you expect {you/subject’s name} will need this help for a total of 6 months or longer? LIMTM - - - - X

2004 Question no longer included in the survey.

As a result of this injury/these injuries {do/does} {you/subject’s name} now need the 
1997-1999 FIJ.290 help of other persons in handling routine needs such as everyday household chores, IJIAD - X - - -

doing necessary business, shopping or getting around for other purposes?
As a result of this injury/poisoning {do/does} {you/subject's name} now need the help of 

2000-2003 FIJ.290 other persons in handling routine needs such as everyday household chores, doing IJIAD - - - - X
necessary business, shopping or getting around for other purposes?

2004 Question no longer included in the survey.

1997-1999 FIJ.295 Do you expect {you/subject’s name} will need this help for a total of 6 months or longer? HLIMT - X - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.295 Do you expect {you/subject’s name} will need this help for a total of 6 months or longer? HLIMT - - - - X

2004 Question no longer included in the survey.
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1997-1999 FIJ.300

The next questions are about POISONING, which includes coming into contact with 
harmful substances, and overdose or wrong use of any drug or medication.  Do not 
include any illnesses such as poison ivy or food poisoning.  DURING THE PAST 
THREE MONTHS, that is since {91 days before today’s date}, did {you/anyone in the 
family} have a poisoning that caused someone to seek medical advice or treatment, 
including calls to a poison control center?

Not applicable - - - - -

2000-2003 FIJ.010

In this next set of questions, I will ask about INJURIES AND POISONINGS that 
happened in the PAST THREE MONTHS; that REQUIRED MEDICAL ADVICE OR 
TREATMENT, including calls to a poison control center.
DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS, that is since {91 days before today's date}, 
{were/was} {you/anyone in the family} injured or poisoned seriously enough that 
{you/they} got medical advice or treatment?

Not applicable - - - - -

2004-present FIJ.020_00.000

DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS, that is since [fill1: (date 91 days before today's 
date)], [fill2: were you/was anyone in your family] poisoned by swallowing or breathing 
in a harmful substance such as bleach, carbon monoxide, or too many pills or drugs?  
Do not include food poisoning, sun poisoning, or poison ivy rashes.

Not applicable - - - - -

1997-1999 FIJ.310 Who was this?  (Anyone else?) PPOIS3MR X - - - -
2000-2003 FIJ.020 Who was this?  (Anyone else?) Not applicable - - - - -
2004-present FIJ.022_00.000 Who was this?  (Anyone else?) Not applicable - - - - -

2004-present FIJ.024_00.000 DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS, how many different times [fill: were you/was 
ALIAS] poisoned?  Do not include food poisoning, sun poisoning, or poison ivy rashes. Not applicable - - - - -

2004-present FIJ.026_00.000
Did [fill1: you /ALIAS] talk to or see a medical professional about [fill2: any of these 
poisonings/this poisoning/your poisoning or poisonings/his poisoning or poisonings/her 
poisoning or poisonings]?

Not applicable - - - - -

1997-1999 FIJ.320 How many different times in the PAST THREE MONTHS {were/was}{you/subject’s 
name} poisoned? POICT X - - - -

2000 FIJ.030
How many different times in the PAST THREE MONTHS did {you/subject's name} 
SEEK MEDICAL ADVICE because {you/subject's name} {were/was} injured or 
poisoned?

Not applicable - - - - -

2001-2003 FIJ.030 How many different times in the PAST THREE MONTHS {were/was} {you/subject's 
name} injured or poisoned seriously enough to seek medical advice or treatment? Not applicable - - - - -

2004-present FIJ.028_00.000
Of [fill1: the number of times reported in question FIJ.024_00.000/all the] times that 
[fill2: you were/ALIAS was] poisoned, how many of those times was the poisoning 
serious enough that a medical professional was consulted?

Not applicable - - - - -



Table C.  Injury and Poisoning Questions, Variables, and File Locations by Year: National Health Interview Survey, 1997-present

Year Question ID Question Public use variables

File location of variables

Person
Injury Poisoning Verbatim 

Episode Episode Episode
Injury/Poisoning 

Episode

1997-1999 FIJ.330

If only one poisoning:  When did {subject’s name} poisoning happen?
If more than one poisoning: Now I’m going to ask a few question about {subject’s 
name} most recent poisoning.  When did that poisoning happen?  We just talked about 
{subject’s name} poisoning on {recent poisoning date}.  When did {subject’s name} 

POIDTEM
POIDTEY
PDAY

- - X - -

poisoning BEFORE THAT happen?

If only one injury/poisoning: Now I’m going to ask a few questions about 
{your/subject's name}’s most recent injury/poisoning.  When did it happen?  IJDATE_M

2000-2003 FIJ.040 If there are additional injuries/poisonings: We just talked about {your/subject's 
name}’s injury/poisoning on {recent injury/poisoning date}.  When did {your/subject's 

IJDATE_Y
DAY

- - - - X

name}’s injury/poisoning BEFORE THAT happen?

{if only 1 injury/poisoning episode for the person}: When did [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] 
[fill2: injury/poisoning] happen for which a medical professional was consulted?
{first of multiple injury/poisoning episodes for the person}: Now I’m going to ask a 
few questions about the [fill3: the number of times injured/poisoned reported in question 

2004-present
FIJ.050_01.000
FIJ.050_02.000
FIJ.050_03.000

FIJ.018_00.00/FIJ.028_00.000] times [fill4: you were/ALIAS was[fill5: injured/poisoned] 
for which a medical professional was consulted. Starting with the most recent time, 
when did this [fill2: injury/poisoning] happen?
{second plus of multiple injury/poisoning episodes for the person}: You just told 
me about [fill1: your/ALIAS’s] [fill6: (month, day of previous event)] [fill7:most 

IPDATEM
IPDATEY - - - - X

recent/second most recent/third most recent/fourth most recent][fill2: injury/poisoning]. 
What was the date of the [fill2: injurybefore that for which a medical professional was 
consulted?

1997-1999 FIJ.340 Did {you/subject’s name} poisoning result from: POITPR2 - - X - -
2000-2003 FIJ.195 Did {you/subject’s name} poisoning result from: POITP - - - - X
2004-present FIJ.140_00.000 What did [fill: your/ALIAS’s] poisoning result from? PPOIS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.141_00.000 How did [fill: your/ALIAS’s] poisoning occur? PPOISOS - - - X -

1997-1999 FIJ.350 Not a question.  Description of how the poisoning happened Not applicable - - - - -
How did {your/subject's name}’s injury/poisoning happen?  Please describe fully the 

2000-2003 FIJ.070 circumstances or events leading to the injury/poisoning, and any object, substance, or IJHOW1 - IJHOW4 - - - X -
other person involved. 
[fill1: How did [fill2: your/ALIAS’s] [fill3: injury/poisoning] on [fill4: response to questions 
FIJ.050_01.000 and FIJ.050_02.000 (starting with most recent if multiple)] 

2004-present FIJ.060_00.000 happen?/How did this [fill3: injury/poisoning] happen?]  Please describe fully the IPHOW - - - X -
circumstances or events leading to the [fill3: injury/poisoning], and any objects, 
substances, or other people involved.



Table C.  Injury and Poisoning Questions, Variables, and File Locations by Year: National Health Interview Survey, 1997-present

Year Question ID Question Public use variables

File location of variables

Person
Injury Poisoning Verbatim 

Episode Episode Episode
Injury/Poisoning 

Episode

1997-1999 FIJ.360 Did you or did someone else call a poison control center for advice in treating {subject’s 
name} poisoning? POICC - - X - -

2000-2003 Combined with injury question.  No longer a separate question.  Now included as a 
response category for question FIJ.045

2004-present FIJ.080_01.000 Did [fill: you/ALIASget MEDICAL ADVICE, TREATMENT, or FOLLOW-UP CARE for 
this poisoning from.. A phone call to a poison control center? PPCC - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.370 {Were/Was} {you/subject’s name} hospitalized for at least one night as a result of this 
poisoning? PHOSP - - X - -

2000-2003 Combined with injury question.  No longer a separate question.  Now included as a 
response category for question FIJ.045

2004-present FIJ.090_00.000 F1[fill1: Were you/Was ALIAS] hospitalized for at least one night as a result of this [fill2: 
injury/poisoning]? IPHOSP - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.380 How many nights {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in the hospital? PHNO - - X - -
2000-2003 FIJ.047 How many nights {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in the hospital? IHNO - - - - X
2004-present FIJ.091_00.000 How many nights {were/was} {you/subject’s name} in the hospital? IPIHNO - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.400 As a result of this poisoning, how much work did {you/subject’s name} miss? PWKLS - - X - -

2000-2003 FIJ.260 As a result of this injury/poisoning, how much work did {you/subject’s name} miss? WKLS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.171_00.000 As a result of this [fill1: injury/poisoning], how many days of work did [fill2: you/ALIAS] 
miss? IPWKLS - - - - X

1997-1999 FIJ.410 As a result of this poisoning, how many days of school did {you/subject’s name} miss? PSCLS - - X - -

2000-2003 FIJ.270 As a result of this injury/poisoning, how much school did {you/subject's name} miss? SCLS - - - - X

2004-present FIJ.181_00.000 As a result of this [fill1: injury/poisoning], how many days of school did [fill2: you/ALIAS] 
miss? IPSCLS - - - - X
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